R Tutorial: Introduction
R is a programming language and environment for statistical computing
and graphics. R has all the tools of a commercial statistical package, like
SPSS, Systat or SAS, but is COMPLETELY FREE! Personally, I wish I had
discovered R much earlier than I did. I use if for correlations, making box
plots, ANOVAs and dozens of other statistical tests.
R also comes with many other packages (libraries) that you can easily
add on for fancier statistics, phylogenetic analysis and many other
things.
This tutorial teaches how to use R for basic statistical analyses, starting
with how to download and read in data sets.
Explanation: What is R?

http://www.r-project.org/

R Tutorial: Installation
To install R, go to the R website: http://www.r-project.org/

Click the download link.

R Tutorial: Installation
Choose the closest CRAN Mirror site for download.

I choose USA: UCLA
because I am in
southern
California.

And I have a Mac so
this is my link

R Tutorial: Opening the R Console
Double Click the R Icon and you should get
a window that looks like this:
This is the R Console where you
run commands.
If you are using a linux shell, just type
R at the shell prompt like this:

This is where you type
commands.

R Tutorial: Reading in a dataset
Step 1: You need a text-only file that R can read. I created a tabdelimited text file called RTestData.txt. This data is from a gum disease
study and has abundances of bacteria found in the human mouth.

Description of RTestData: Below is the meaning of each column header.
id=Code for each patient. Are two rows for each subject: one before and one after gum
cleaning.
strep=Percentage of Streptococcus bacteria
lepto=Percentage of Leptotrichia bacteria
prev=Percentage of Prevotella bacteria
fuso=Percentage of Fusobacteria bacteria
veil=Percentage of Veillonella bacteria
time=Time that sample was taking: 1 – before gum cleaning; 2 after gum cleaning
Status=Disease status: 1 is healthy, 2 is diseased gums
pocket=The average gum pocket depth across all the teeth in the mouth (in millimeters)
deepest=Depth of the deepest gum pocket in the mouth (in millimeters)

Example: 15.2% of
Subject 6 (S006) are
Streptococcus (strep
bacteria before
treatment (time 1).

RTestData.txt can be downloaded by saving it as a text file or by copy/pasting data into a text file:
http://kelleybioinfo.org/algorithms/basics/programming/RTestData.txt

R Tutorial: Reading in a dataset (Mac and Linux)
Step 2: To read in your dataset, you need to know where the dataset is
on your computer. (I made it easy and put it on my desktop.) Then type
the path to the folder/directory in the console and hit return:

All the data are read
into the variable “d”
(you can use other
names if you like).

“read.table” reads
in a tab-delimited
text file.

This is the file path –
it is how R finds
your text file.

header=TRUE tells R
that the variable
names are on the
first line of the file.

Then, if you just type “d” and hit enter you will see your lovely data!

R Tutorial: Reading in a dataset (Windows)
To read in your dataset in Windows, you have to find the path to the file. To find the
path, right-click the data file and choose “Properties” at the bottom of the menu.
You will get a window that looks like this:

This is the file path.

To read in the table, you need to
use the file path with the
read.table function. NOTE you
have to use two backslashes
between directories to read in the
file path.

R Tutorial: Simple analyses
Use the $ to get data for specific variables: this
command returns strep values for each subject

Get the mean (average) for strep.
Save data to new variable names (so you don’t have to use the d$ each time).
The cor.test function tests if two variables are positively or negatively correlated.
These are the correlation results.

This plots the two variable and
produces a neat plot that you can
save and show your Mom.

